The intricate interplay between non-trivial topology and magnetism in two-dimensional materials can lead to the emergence of interesting phenomena such as the quantum anomalous Hall effect. Here we investigate the quantum transport of both bulk crystal and exfoliated MnBi 2 Te 4 flakes in a field-effect transistor geometry. For the six septuple-layer device tuned into the insulating regime, we observe a large longitudinal resistance and zero Hall plateau, which are characteristics of an axion insulator state. The robust axion insulator state occurs in zero magnetic field, over a wide magnetic-field range and at relatively high temperatures. Moreover, a moderate magnetic field drives a quantum phase transition from the axion insulator phase to a Chern insulator phase with zero longitudinal resistance and quantized Hall resistance h/e 2 , where h is Planck's constant and e is electron charge. Our results pave the way for using even-number septuple-layer MnBi 2 Te 4 to realize the quantized topological magnetoelectric effect and axion electrodynamics in condensed matter systems.
the stringent requirements for realizing the axion insulator state. The MnBi 2 Te 4 compound has a van der Waalstype layered struc ture with the space group R 3 I m (ref. 27 ). As shown by the sche matic crystal structure in Fig. 1a (inset), each septuple layer (SL) of MnBi 2 Te 4 can be roughly viewed as a quintuple layer of Bi 2 Te 3 TI intercalated with an extra Mn-Te bilayer in the middle. Each Mn 2+ ion is expected to contribute a 5 μ B magnetic moment, and the intra layer exchange coupling gives rise to ferromagnetic (FM) order in each SL with an outofplane easy axis 16 . The interlayer exchange coupling between neighbouring SLs is AFM, generating the Atype AFM order in threedimensional bulk [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The combination of AFM order and nontrivial band topology makes MnBi 2 Te 4 a promising material for finding novel topological phases and phase transitions by either controlling the layer structure or applying magnetic field.
We begin by synthesizing and characterizing the bulk crystal of MnBi 2 Te 4 . Figure 1a displays the temperature (T) dependence of inplane resistivity (ρ xx ) on a MnBi 2 Te 4 crystal with thickness ~25 μm, which reveals a sharp transition at the Néel temperature T N ~ 25 K, consistent with previous reports [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The magnetoresis tivity (MR) curves measured in an outofplane magnetic field at varied temperatures are displayed in Fig. 1b . Below T N , ρ xx decreases sharply across a lower critical magnetic field (H c1 ), when the spin order is driven to a canted AFM state [23] [24] [25] [26] . As the magnetic field is further increased to an upper critical field (H c2 ), the ρ xx curve forms a kink and then starts to decrease gradually when the spins are polarized to a FM state with suppressed spin fluctuations. The field dependence of Hall resistivity (ρ yx ) traces are measured at the same temperatures and displayed in Fig. 1c . The overall negative slopes of the Hall traces indicate electrontype bulk charge carriers, pos sibly due to the existence of antisite defects 22 . From the linear regime at H < H c1 , we can extract the electron density to be 1.2 × 10 20 cm −3 at T = 1.6 K, and the mobility is ~74 cm 2 V −1 s −1 . In the field range H c1 < H < H c2 , the Hall traces exhibit a broad hump, most likely due to an additional topological Hall term arising from nonzero Berry phase in the canted AFM state with noncollinear spin structure [28] [29] [30] [31] , which also manifests itself as a hollow in ρ xx (Fig. 1b) .
Owing to the weak van der Waals bonding between adjacent SLs, MnBi 2 Te 4 crystal can be easily cleaved and transferred onto a SiO 2 /Si substrate, which also serves as a back gate for the fieldeffect transistor device. By using a mechanical exfoliation method, we can obtain thin flakes of MnBi 2 Te 4 with lateral size around 10 μm and Robust axion insulator and Chern insulator phases in a two-dimensional antiferromagnetic topological insulator Chang 
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NaTure MaTerials thickness down to a few SLs, reaching the twodimensional (2D) limit. In this work we focus on exfoliated MnBi 2 Te 4 with thickness of six SLs for the following reasons. First, MnBi 2 Te 4 with an even num ber of SLs have been proposed to possess an axion insulator phase in zero magnetic field due to the inherent AFM order 16, 17 , which avoids the technical challenges and magnetic disorders associated with the QAH heterostructures. Second, from the electronicstructure point of view, six SLs is sufficiently thick to decouple the top and bottom surface states so as to ensure the nontrivial bulk band topology. Third, six SLs is thin enough to reduce the contribution from extra conduction channels and for the back gate to efficiently deplete the bulk carriers.
We have fabricated and measured two sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 field effect transistor devices, and the experimental results are highly consistent with each other. Figure 2a shows the optical image of a sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 device used in the measurements, which is fabri cated into a Hall bar geometry. Figure 2b shows an atomic force microscope image near the edge of the flake, and the line profile renders a thickness of 8.2 ± 0.1 nm, equivalent to 6.0 ± 0.1 SLs of MnBi 2 Te 4 (the thickness of one SL is 1.36 nm). The bulk band structure of sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 with AFM order is obtained by first principles calculations, as shown in Fig. 2c for dispersions along the Μ−Γ−Κ directions. Figure 2d displays the ρ xx versus T curves of the sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 under varied backgate voltages (V g ), which reveals several inter esting features of the system. First, the overall resistivity value has a nonmonotonic V g dependence and reaches a maximum around V g ~ 30 V. As indicated by the red dashed line in Fig. 2c , at this V g the Fermi level (E F ) is located near the charge neutral point (CNP) within the surface state gap. Second, all the curves show a resistivity kink at ~20 K, similar to that at T N = 25 K in bulk MnBi 2 Te 4 , sug gesting that T N is reduced to 20 K for the sixSL device. Third, the resistivity always becomes insulating at low T, in contrast to the metallic behaviour of the bulk sample. Finally, the resistivity drop is much more pronounced in the high V g regime with large electron density, while the T N ~ 20 K is nearly independent of V g . All these observations suggest that the sixSL sample enters a regime that is distinctively different from the bulk.
To probe the groundstate properties of sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 , we measure the magneticfield dependence of ρ xx and ρ yx at different gate voltages at T = 1.6 K. As shown in Fig. 3a , both quantities exhibit highly complex and yet systematic variations. A more detailed data set is documented in Supplementary Fig. 1 , and here we only focus on the key features in three representative regimes. For V g ≤ 14 V, E F lies in the valence band of the surface states and holetype 2D carriers dominate the transport process, which can be seen from the overall positive slope of the Hall traces. For V g ≥ 38 V, in contrast, E F lies in the surface conduction band and the electrontype 2D carriers give rise to the overall negative slope of the Hall traces.
In these two limits, the MR curves show very different behaviours, presumably due to the different surface state electronic structure and scattering mechanisms. Nevertheless, in all MR curves two characteristic magnetic fields can be defined at around 2.5 T and 5.0 T, which may mark the beginning and ending points of the mag neticfielddriven spinflipping process in the sixSL sample. These are interesting topics that deserve thorough investigations, but will not be the main focus of the current work.
The most remarkable features of sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 exist in the gate range 22 V ≤ V g ≤ 30 V (enclosed by the blue square in Fig. 3a) , when E F lies within the magnetic gap of the surface states so the 2D con duction channels disappear. In this regime, the longitudinal resistiv ity at weak magnetic field is very large with ρ xx up to 5.5h/e 2 , where h is Planck's constant and e is electron charge, which is comparable to the value measured at 1 K in the QAH heterostructures 14 , and the relatively low ρ xx value at zero magnetic field may be attributed to the existence of AFM domains. More interestingly, the Hall effect remains at zero for an extended field range −3.5 T < μ 0 H < 3.5 T, forming a wide ρ yx = 0 plateau. These are the hallmark experimental signatures of an axion insulator with Chern number C = 0, which has been predicted to be the intrinsic ground state of MnBi 2 Te 4 in the AFM state 16, 17, 20 . With increasing magneticfield strength, ρ xx exhibits a steep decrease in the range 3.5 T < |μ 0 H| < 5 T when the magnetic order is transformed from AFM to FM. To establish the relationship between magnetic order and transport behaviour, we have performed magnetization measurements on MnBi 2 Te 4 by using a superconducting quantum interference device. In Supplementary  Fig. 2 , we compare the magneticfield dependence of magnetiza tion and Hall resistivity curves, which unambiguously demon strates the axion insulator to Chern insulator transition driven by the AFM to FM transition. The residual ρ xx value at |μ 0 H| = 9 T can be as small as 0.018h/e 2 for V g = 27 V. Meanwhile, ρ yx increases rap idly and approaches the quantized plateau with ρ yx ≈ ±0.974h/e 2 at |μ 0 H| = 9 T. Both behaviours are characteristic of the quantized Hall effect with Chern number C = ± 1 contributed by a dissipa tionless chiral edge state. Similar results of an axion insulator and a Chern insulator are also observed in another sixSL thick device (see Supplementary Figs. 3-5 for details). Figure 3b shows the variation of zerofield ρ xx (red) and low field ρ yx versus H slope (blue) with V g . When E F is tuned within the surface state gap (22 V ≤ V g ≤ 34 V), ρ xx exhibits a highly insulating behaviour, and dρ yx /dH displays a wide zero plateau, which is fun damentally different from the ambipolar behaviour in conventional insulators. The inset illustrates the schematic AFM order and elec tronic structure of this axion insulator state, in which the surface state is gapped out by opposite magnetization on the top and bot tom layers and no gapless edge state is formed. In Fig. 3c we sum marize the V g dependence of ρ xx and ρ yx measured at μ 0 H = −9 T, which clearly shows that ρ yx forms a quantized Hall plateau and ρ xx is strongly suppressed for 20 V ≤ V g ≤ 30 V. This welldefined Chern insulator state is distinct from the conventional quantum Hall effect because the former one relies on the magnetic gap at the Dirac point, whereas the later one relies on the formation of Landau levels. The Chern insulator state is also not an authentic QAH effect because a finite magnetic field is needed. The schematic FM order and electronic structure of this Chern insulator state is shown in the inset of Fig. 3c , where the surface states are gapped out by parallel magnetization on the top and bottom layers but a chiral edge state spans across the gap.
To directly visualize the phase diagram of the axion insulator and Chern insulator states in sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 , in Fig. 3d we sum marize the V g and H dependence of ρ yx measured at T = 1.6 K into a colour map. Apparently, there are three distinct regimes in the phase diagram characterized by different Chern numbers. The blue and red regimes correspond to the Chern insulator states with C = ±1, in which ρ yx is quantized at +h/e 2 and −h/e 2 , respectively. In the central white region resides the robust axion insulator state with C = 0, where ρ yx completely vanishes. Notably, the positive V g of the CNP suggests that the sixSL sample without gating is holedoped, which is opposite to the bulk (Fig. 1c ). This conclusion can be also seen from the Hall effect measurements discussed above, and may be due to the finite size effect or the hole doping by gas adsorp tion, the poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) cover layer and/or plasmatreated substrates (see Methods).
In addition to the V g dependent transport behaviour, we have also studied the T evolution of ρ xx and ρ yx for V g set to the CNP, as shown in Fig. 4a . This series of data was acquired after the first cool down, when the sample had the best quality because repeated thermal cycling and gate scanning tend to cause gradual degradation. At T = 1.6 K, the Hall resistivity reaches a plateau with ρ yx = 0.984h/e 2 at μ 0 H = −9 T and the residual ρ xx is merely 0.018h/e 2 . Even for T = 5 K, the ρ yx value at −9 T is still as high as 0.938h/e 2 and the resid ual ρ xx as low as 0.11h/e 2 . The main reason that the Hall quantization is not exactly 100% is due to the imperfect crystalline quality of the sixSL MnBi2Te4 device after mechanical exfoliation and the mul tiple steps of the nanofabrication process, as well as the dissipation induced by thermally activated conduction channels. Despite these imperfections, such Hall quantization is already quite remarkable given the relatively high T and low electron mobility of the sample. With increasing T, the zero Hall plateau in the axion insulator state becomes narrower due to the smaller field scale for the AFM to FM transition. It also gradually develops a negative slope due to the thermally activated electrontype charge carriers. The positive MR behaviour at low field persists up to 15 K, but becomes nearly indistinguishable for T ≥ T N ~ 20 K. A butterflylike hysteresis is observed in the longitudinal resistivity, similar to that observed in other 2D AFM materials 32, 33 . This imperfect cancellation of magnetic moments is probably due to the existence of AFM domains or the asymmetry between AFM coupled magnetic moments 34 . In Fig. 4b we display the continuous T evolution of ρ xx (red) and ρ yx (blue) for the Chern insulator state at μ 0 H = −9 T. With decreasing T, ρ xx decreases and there is also a sharp increase of ρ yx towards h/e 2 . The ρ xx curve cannot be fitted by simple thermal activation behav iour, indicating the absence of a fixed gap because the magnetiza tioninduced exchange gap varies with T.
To examine how the axion insulator to Chern insulator transition takes place, we carried out more detailed measurements at low T. Figure 4c shows that all the ρ xx versus H curves taken between T = 1.6 K and 3 K cross at the same magnetic field μ 0 H c = 4.55 T. For magnetic field just below H c , ρ xx increases with decreasing T, corres ponding to an insulating ground state. For magnetic field just above H c , ρ xx decreases with lowering T, reminiscent of the metal lic ground state of a quantum Hall liquid [35] [36] [37] . To give a quantitative insight into the quantum phase transition, we perform the scaling analysis of ρ xx with respect to T and H in the vicinity of H c . The T range for scaling is selected according to the widely used criteria that all the ρ xx curves cross a fixed point 38 . As shown in Fig. 4d , all the ρ xx versus (H − H c )/T 1/κ traces collapse into a single curve with κ ~ 0.47 and critical resistivity ~0.87h/e 2 . Both the two scaling parameters are very close to that of the conventional quantum Hall phase tran sition [35] [36] [37] , suggesting that the axion insulator to Chern insulator transition may belong to the same universality class. Figure 4e displays the phase diagram of the sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 as a function of T and H. The black dashed line marks the boundary between the axion and Chern insulator phases, which is extracted from the ρ yx value at the critical point. The wide magneticfield range and high onset T indicate the robustness of the axion insulator state. At the lowest T, the axion insulator state is driven into the Chern insulator state by the magnetic field as marked by the red shading.
The magneticfielddriven quantum phase transition from an axion insulator to a Chern insulator observed here demonstrates the intimate relationship between topology and magnetism in TIs, which can be used to toggle between two distinct topological phases. The realization of such exotic states of matter at relatively high tem peratures in a simple stoichiometric compound makes the sixSL MnBi 2 Te 4 a perfect material platform for exploring other emergent topological quantum phenomena. In particular, the robust zero magneticfield axion insulator state in an easily accessible material significantly facilitates the search for quantized topological magne toelectric/optical effects and axion electrodynamics in condensed matter systems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Note added in proof: During the preparation of this manuscript, we became aware of a recent report on the transport properties of exfoliated MnBi 2 Te 4 with odd numbers of SLs 39 .
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